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rne nt'!WWedmrp1'lg~ ern,
March): I have been wondering why the
east of England has been left out in the
cold. Alleight cities across the top of the
page ignore the existence of the half of
the country which lies to the east of the
Pennines and often experiences weather
very different from those featured. How
about Leeds, Yorkor even Newcastle as
a representative of our area?
Gill Jewell
Leeds

~ Myunderstanding was that the Duke
of Edinburgh (Letters, 18March) was
known in Scotland as "AuldGreekie" .
Joe Cummings
St Medard deMussidan, France

~ In the Czech mountains north of
Prague there is an area called Hell (Let-
ters, 15March), above which there is a
restaurant called Heaven (and it is too).
Helen Keating
Gatehouse of Fleet, Dumfries

• Wedon't really need experts to tell us
the universe could be expanding again
(Waves from the big bang, 18March).
I've noticed that, compared to 80 years
ago, it takes me longer to reach the floor.
AHLee
Llanwrda, Camarthenshire

I'm 31.Generation YG2made me feel
really old (Letters, 18March).
Julia Harris
Hastings, East Sussex--kM K
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that I amJo:asionally .:ked on to th~~Tr.!h~at~'h11a"sr'ib~'e~e"'n~g~~-a-p-h~ic-al-I-y-d-e-m-o-n~-~--'--'p"'l='e~;ttdoes democracy no favours and I
BBCwhile I continue to argue that it is strated over the past weeks: the soth cringe at some of the output.
heavily biased towards the left. He needs anniversary of the miners' strike - the Janet Whitaker
a sense of proportion. The corporation's most seismic labour dispute in the coun- Former radio drama producer

We need more scientific mavericks

"Science is the beliefin the ignorance of
experts," said Richard Feynman in the
1960s. But times change. Before about
1970, academics had access to modest
funding they could use freely. Industry
was similarly enlightened. Their results
included the transistor, the maser-laser,
the electronics and telecommunications
revolutions, nuclear power, biotechnol-
ogy and medical diagnostics galore that
enriched the lives of virtually everyone;
they also boosted 20th-century eco-
nomic growth.

After 1970,politicians substantially
expanded academic sectors. Peer
review's uses allowed the rise of priori-
ties, impact etc, and is now virtually
unavoidable. Applicants' proposals
must convince their peers that they
serve national policies and are the best
possible uses ofresources. Success rates
are about 25%,and strict rules govern
resubmissions. Rejected proposals are
usually lost. Industry too has lost its
taste for the unpredictable. Nowadays,
fields where understanding is poor are
usually neglected because researchers

must convince experts that working in
them will be beneficial.

However, small changes would keep
science healthy. Some are outlined in
Donald Braben's book, Promoting the
Planck Club: HowDefiant Youth, Irrev-
erent Researchers and Liberated Univer-
sities Can Foster Prosperity Indefinitely.
But policies are deeply ingrained.
Agencies claiming to support blue-skies
research use peer review, of course,
discouraging open-ended inquiries
and serious challenges to prevailing
orthodoxies. Mavericks once played an
essential role in research. Indeed, their
work defined the zoth century. Wemust
relearn how to support them, and pro-
vide new options for an unforeseeable
future, both social and economic. We
need influential allies. Perhaps Guardian
readers could help?
Donald WBraben University College
London, Harry Kroto Florida State
University (Nobellaureate), Richard J
RobertsNew England Biolabs (Nobel
laureate) and 30 others
Full list at gu.com/letters.. -)'I

Ucas data protection

Ucas takes its data protection responsi-
bilities extremely seriously. Wenever
sell, or disclose, or give access to, the
personal data of our applicants for com-
mercial advertising and marketing pur-
poses (Report, 13March). Our revenue is
generated through email campaigns (sent
by us), advertising on our websites, run-
ning conferences and conventions, and
providing analytical services. Our biggest
client group by far is universities and
colleges. Wemanage a highly regarded
service without recourse to the taxpayer
by running an efficient operation and by
treading a careful line in generating rev-
enue via our subsidiary, UcasMedia. We
operate within the guidelines of the Data'
Protection Act and all relevant legisla-
tion, and apply our own criteria to ensure
any commercial messages are suitable for
the intended audience. Applicants can
opt out of receiving our services at any
time and, ifthey do, will still receive all
the information they need to participate
fully in the admissions service.
Mary Curnock Cook
Chief executive, Ucas
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sure bringing incessant rain to grind ~ff
somewhere else and the sun to come out.
Likethrowing the switch on a funfair, the
carousels begin to turn and music fills
the air. Crocuses, damson blossom, prim-
roses, daffodils, butterflies, birdsong. The
queens escape their dungeons. Ahuge
earth bumblebee shoves her black furry
head through the pink curtains ofberge-
nia flowers like a bear in a bedroom. Hon-
eybees pother in vivid blue scillas.

Compared with the exotic fairground
characters of garden plants, coltsfoot
flowers seem rude and awkward. They
are rough, broken-ground inhabitants,
pushed to the margins. These shove
against the churchyard wall as if weedy
outcasts refused admittance. But the
flowers, with their hundred rays of soft
yellow bristle, which appear before the
colt's-foot-shaped leaves, are not only
symbolic of the returning sun, they
have a magnetic attraction for insects,
which find them instantly, rekindling an
old allegiance.

Inside the church, another small
tortoiseshell panics against a window. I
scoop it up carefully, take it outside and
set it down on porch timbers, where it
keels over, exhausted. This one made
a mistake: the glass between sanctu-
ary on one side and sun and flowers on
the other is covered in the dust of its
battered wings. Now the crazy carnival
spins faster and louder and the coltsfoot
has its blaze of glory.
Paul Evans (Twitter: @DrPaulEvansl)
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